Abstract-Since the non-cache parts of a core are less regular, compared to on-chip caches, tolerating manufacturing defects in the processing core is a more challenging problem. Due to the lack of effective solutions, disabling non-functional cores is a common practice in industry, which results in a significant reduction in system throughput. Although a faulty core cannot be trusted to correctly execute programs, we observe that for most defects, when starting from a valid architectural state, execution traces on a defective core coarsely resemble those of fault-free executions. In light of this insight, we propose a robust and heterogeneous core coupling execution scheme, Necromancer, that exploits a functionally dead core to improve system throughput by supplying hints regarding high-level program behavior. We partition the cores in a CMP system into multiple groups in which each group shares a lightweight core that can be substantially accelerated using these execution hints from a faulty core.
INTRODUCTION
Shrinking process technologies and rising power densities over the last decade have led to a host of reliability challenges such as defects, wear-out, and parametric variations [5] . One of these challenges for the semiconductor industry is manufacturing defects, which have a direct impact on yield. From each process generation to the next, microprocessors become more susceptible to manufacturing defects due to the higher sensitivity of materials, random particles attaching to the wafer surface, and sub-wavelength lithography issues. Thus, in order to maintain an acceptable level of manufacturing yield, a substantial investment is required. Traditionally, hardware reliability was only a concern for high-end systems (e.g., HP Tandem Nonstop) for which applying high-cost redundancy solutions such as triple modular redundancy (TMR) was acceptable. However, hardware reliability is emerging as a major issue for mainstream computing, where the usage of high-cost reliability solutions is not acceptable.
A large fraction of die area is devoted to caches, which can be protected using techniques like column redundancy. With appropriate protection mechanisms in place for caches, the processing cores become the major source of defect vulnerability on the die. Consequently, we try to tackle hard-faults in the non-cache portions of the processing core. Due to the inherent irregularity of the non-cache parts of the core, it is wellknown that handling defects in these parts is challenging [10] . A common solution is to disable the faulty core [1] . However, industry is currently dominated by Chip Multi-Processor (CMP) systems with only a modest number of high-performance cores (e.g., Intel Core 2). Therefore, losing a core significantly reduces system throughput and sale price. At the other extreme of the solution spectrum lies fine-grained micro-architectural redundancy [12] . Unfortunately, since the majority of the core logic is non-redundant, the fault coverage from these approaches is very limited (e.g., less than 10% for an Intel processor [10] ). StageNet [8] suggests breaking each core into pipeline stages and allowing one core to borrow stages from other cores through interconnection networks. Introduction of these interconnection networks in the processor pipeline presents performance, power consumption, and design complexity challenges. DIVA [2] was proposed for dynamic verification of complex microprocessors. It employs a checker pipeline that re-runs the same instruction stream to ensure correct program execution. Given the fact that DIVA was not intended to tolerate defects, as shown in [2] , a hard-fault can result in about 10X slow-down. As we will see, for most defect instances, the execution flow of the program on a faulty core coarsely resembles the fault-free program execution when starting from the same architectural state. Given this observation, we propose Necromancer (NM) to enhance overall system throughput and mitigate the performance loss caused by defects in the non-cache parts of the core. To accomplish this, we first relax the correct execution constraint on a faulty core (the undead core). Next, we leverage high-level execution information (hints) from the undead core to accelerate the execution of an animator core. The animator core is an additional core, introduced by NM, that is an older generation of the baseline cores. In the animator core, these hints are only treated as performance enhancers and do not influence execution correctness.
MOTIVATION
In this section, we first demonstrate that an aggressive out-of-order (OoO) core with a hard-fault in the noncache area cannot be trusted to operate correctly. Further, we test our hypothesis of whether it can still provide useful execution hints for another core.
Effect of Hard-Faults on Program Execution
In order to illustrate the negative impact of hard-faults on program execution, we identify the average number of instructions that can be committed before observing an architectural state mismatch. This result, for 5000 areaweighted hard-fault injections, is depicted as the first set of bars (am) in Figure 1 . For these experiments, we have a golden execution which compares its architectural state with the faulty execution every cycle and as soon as a mismatch is detected, it terminates the simulation and reports the number of committed instructions up to that point. For instance, looking at equake, 42% of the injected hard-faults cause an architectural state mismatch in less than 10K committed instructions. As this figure shows, more than 40% of the injected hard-faults can cause an immediate architectural state mismatch. Thus, a faulty core cannot be trusted to provide correct functionality even for short periods of program execution.
Relaxing Correctness Constraints
Here, we try to determine the quality of program execution on a faulty core when relaxing the absolute correctness constraints. The second set of bars (sv) in Figure 1 depicts how many instructions can be committed in a faulty core before it gets considerably off the correct execution path. We define a similarity index (SI) that measures the similarity between the PC of committed instructions in the faulty core and a golden execution of the same program. This SI is calculated every 1K instructions and whenever it drops beneath a pre-specified threshold, we stop the simulation and record the number of committed instructions. Here, we use a SI of 90% which means that during each 1K instruction window, 90% of PCs must hit exactly the same instruction cache line in both the golden execution and program execution on the faulty core. As can be seen, even for this high threshold value, in more than 85% of cases, the faulty core can successfully commit at least 100K instructions before its execution differs by more than 10%.
Since the execution behavior of a faulty core coarsely matches the golden program execution for long time periods, we can extract useful information from the execution of the program on the faulty core and send this information (hints) to the other core (the animator core), running the same program. This symbiotic relationship between the two cores enables the animator core to achieve a significantly higher performance. We allow the undead core to run without requiring absolutely correct functionality. Later, we will evaluate the performance boost that can be achieved by the NM system.
CHALLENGES IN COUPLING WITH A FAULTY CORE
Given a CMP system, two cores can be coupled together to achieve higher single-thread performance. Since the overall performance of a coupled core system is bounded by the slower core, these two cores were traditionally identical. However, in order to accelerate program execution, one of these cores must progress through the program stream faster. In order to do so, three methods have been proposed. First, in Paceline [7] , the core that runs ahead (leader) operates at a higher frequency than the core that receives execution hints (checker). When an architectural state mismatch happens, the frequency of the leader is adjusted. Alternatively, Slipstream processors [11] need two different versions of the same program. The leader core runs a shorter version based on the removal of ineffectual instructions while the checker core runs the unmodified program. Lastly, Flea-Flicker two pass pipelining [4] allows the leader core to return an invalid value on long-latency operations and proceed. In most of these schemes, the checker core takes advantage of program execution on the leader core by receiving preprocessed instruction streams, resolved branches, and L2 cache prefetches. Although a simple extension of these ideas seems plausible, due to the presence of defects, NM encounters two major difficulties.
Global Divergences: Hints become ineffective when the undead core gets completely off the correct execution path. To bring the undead core back to a valid execution point, the architectural state of the animator core can be copied over to the undead core. Although exact state matching, by checkpointing the register file, has been used [7] , it is not applicable for animating a faulty core since architectural state mismatches occur so frequently. Therefore, we need coarse-grained online monitoring of the effectiveness of hints over a large time period to decide whether the undead core should be resynchronized with the animator core. Moreover, resynchronizations should be cheap and relatively infrequent to avoid a noticeable impact on the overall performance of the animator core.
Fine-Grained Variations:
The undead core might execute/commit more or less number of instructions, causing variations in the similarity of program executions between the two cores. For instance, the undead core can take the wrong direction on an IF statement. Although it quickly returns to the correct execution path afterwards, a perfect data or instruction stream for the animator core is unattainable. This necessitates employing generic hints that are more resilient to these local abnormalities. Moreover, a mechanism is required to help the animator core identify the proper time for getting the hints from the dead core. Given the variation in the usefulness of the hints, in order to enhance the efficiency of the animator core, fine-grained hint disabling can also be leveraged.
NM ARCHITECTURE
To mitigate system throughput loss due to defects, NM employs a robust and flexible heterogeneous core coupling technique. Given a group of cores, we introduce an animator core, an older generation with the same ISA, that is shared among these cores. In this section, we describe the architectural details for a coupled pair of faulty and animator cores. As we saw earlier, by relaxing the correctness constraints, the undead core can execute a moderate portion of the program before a resynchronization is required. By executing the program on the undead core, NM provides hints to accelerate the animator core. In other words, the undead core is used as an external run-ahead engine for the animator core. Figure 2 illustrates the high-level NM design. In our design, most communication is unidirectional from the undead core to the animator core with the exception of the resynchronization and hint disabling signals. Consequently, a single queue is used for sending the hints and cache fingerprints to the animator core. The hint gathering unit attaches a tag to each queue entry to indicate its type. When this queue gets full and the undead core wants to insert a new entry, it stalls. To preserve correct memory state, we do not allow the dirty lines of the undead core's data cache to be written back to the shared L2 cache. Furthermore, exception handling is also disabled within the undead core since the animator core maintains the precise state.
In NM, we do not rely on overclocking the undead core or having multiple versions of the same program. Furthermore, NM is a hardware-based approach that is transparent to the workload and operating system. It also does not require register file checkpointing for performing exact state matching between two cores. Instead, we employ a fuzzy hint disabling approach based on the continuous monitoring of hint effectiveness, initiating resynchronizations when appropriate. In order to make the hints more robust against microarchitectural differences between the two cores and also variations in the number/order of executed instructions, we leverage the number of committed instructions for hint synchronization and attach this number to every queue entry as an age tag. Moreover, we introduce the concept of a release window to make the hints more robust in the presence of the aforementioned variations. The release window helps the animator core determine the right time to utilize a hint. For instance, assuming the data cache release window is 20, and 1030 instructions have already been committed in the animator core, data cache hints with age tags ≤ 1050 can be pulled off the queue and applied.
Hint Gathering and Distribution
Our branch prediction and cache hints (except L2 prefetches) need to be sent through the queue to the animator core. The hint gathering unit in the undead core is responsible for gathering hints and cache fingerprints, attaching the age and type tags, and finally inserting them into the queue. The PC of committed instructions and addresses of committed loads and stores are considered as hints. For branch prediction hints, the hint gathering unit sends a hint through the queue every time the branch predictor (BP) of the faulty core gets updates. On the animator core side, the hint distribution unit receives these packets from the queue and compares their age tag with the local number of committed instructions plus the corresponding release window sizes. It treats the incoming cache hints as prefetching information to warm-up its local caches.
The default BP of the animator core is a simple bimodal predictor. We first add an extra bimodal predictor (NM BP) to keep track of incoming branch prediction hints. Furthermore, we employ a hierarchical tournament predictor to decide, for a given PC, whether the original or NM BP should take over. As mentioned earlier, we leverage release windows to apply the hints just before they are needed. However, due to the variations in the number of executed instructions on the undead core, even the release window cannot guarantee perfect timing of the hints. In such a scenario, for a subset of instructions, the tournament predictor can give priority to the original BP of the animator core to avoid any performance penalty. Figure 3 shows a simple example in which the NM BP can only achieve 33% branch prediction accuracy. This is mainly due to the existence of a tight inner loop with a low trip count for which switching to the original BP can enhance the branch prediction accuracy.
In order to reduce the queue size, communication traffic needs to be limited to only the most beneficial hints. Consequently, in the hint gathering unit, we use two content addressable memories (CAMs) with several entries to discard I-cache and D-cache hints that were recently sent. Eliminating redundant hints also minimizes resource contention on the animator core. Furthermore, to save on transmission bits, we only send the block related bits of the address for cache hints, ignore hints on speculative paths, and for branch prediction hints, only send lower-order bits of the PC that are used for updating the branch history table of the NM BP. A code example in which hints are received by the animator core at improper times, resulting in low branch prediction accuracy. Therefore, switching to the original BP of the animator core is beneficial. The code simply calculates the summation of a 2D-array elements. It should be noted that the branch prediction release window size is normally set so that the branch prediction accuracy for the entire execution gets maximized.
Why Disable Hints?
Hints can be disabled when they are no longer beneficial for the animator core. This might happen because the program execution on the undead core diverges from the correct execution path, performance of the animator core is already near its ideal case, or the undead core is not be able to get ahead of the animator core. In all these scenarios, hint disabling helps in four ways: (1) It avoids occupying resources of the animator core with ineffective hints. (2) The queue fills up less often, which means less stalls for the undead core. (3) Disabling hint gathering and distribution saves power. (4) It serves as an indicator of when the undead core has strayed far from the correct execution path and resynchronization is required.
Hint Disabling Mechanisms
The hint disabling unit is responsible for realizing when each type of hint should get disabled. In order to disable cache hints, the cache fingerprint unit generates highlevel cache access information based on the committed instructions in the last time interval (e.g., last 1K committed instructions). These fingerprints are sent through the queue and compared with the animator core's cache access pattern. Based on a pre-specified threshold value for the similarity between access patterns, the animator core decides whether the cache hint should be disabled. In addition, when a hint gets disabled, the hint remains disabled throughout a significant time period, the backoff period.
Apart from prioritizing the original BP of the animator core for a subset of PCs, the NM BP can also be employed for global disabling of the branch prediction hints. For disabling branch prediction hints, we use a score-based scheme with a single counter. For every branch that the original and NM BPs agree upon no action should be taken. Nonetheless, for the branches that the NM BP correctly predicts and the original BP does not, the score counter is incremented by one. Similarly, for the ones that the NM BP mispredicts but the original BP correctly predicts, the score counter is decremented. Finally, at the end of each disabling time interval, if the counter is below a certain threshold, the branch prediction hints will be disabled for the back-off period.
Resynchronization
Since the undead core can stray from the correct execution path and no longer provide useful hints, a mechanism is required to restore it back to a valid state. To accomplish this, we occasionally resynchronize the two cores, during which the animator core's PC and architectural register values are copied to the undead core. According to [10] , for a modern processor, this process takes on the order of 100 cycles. Moreover, all instructions in the undead core's pipeline are squashed, the rename table is reset, and the D-cache content is also Fig. 4 : The high-level NM design for a large CMP system with 16 cores, modeled after the Sun Rock processor.
invalidated. We take advantage of the hint disabling information to identify when resynchronization is needed. For instance, a potential resynchronization policy is to resynchronize when at least two of the hints get disabled.
NM Design for CMP Systems
Here, we describe how NM can be applied to CMP systems with more cores. Figure 4 illustrates the NM design for a 16-core system with 4 clusters modeled after the Sun Rock processor. Each cluster contains 4 cores which share a single animator core, shown in the callout. In order to maintain scalability of the NM design, we employ the aforementioned 4-core cluster design as the basic building block. Since many dies are fault-free, in order to avoid disabling the animator cores, these cores can be leveraged for accelerating the operation of live cores by exploiting speculative method-level parallelism. However, evaluation of the latter is beyond the scope of this work.
For a heterogeneous CMP system, sharing an animator core between multiple cores might not be possible since cores have different computational capabilities. A potential solution is to partition the original set of cores into groups such that in each group, we have several large cores and a small core. In each group, the smaller core should have the capability of operating as a conventional core or as an animator core when there is a defect in one of the larger cores within its group. These dual purpose cores are a suitable fit for many heterogeneous CMP systems that are designed with many simple cores such as the IBM Cell processor.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
We heavily modified SimAlpha [3] to model our coupled core execution. Inter-process communication is used to model the information flow between our 6-issue OoO Alpha 21264 and 2-issue OoO core with the same resources as Alpha 21064 while simulating SPEC-CPU-2K. To study the effect of manufacturing defects on the NM system, we developed an area-weighted, Monte Carlo fault injection engine. During each iteration of the Monte Carlo simulation, a microarchitectural structure is selected and a single, random stuck-at fault is injected into the timing simulator. We inject these hardfaults in 15 different microarchitectural structures shown in Figure 5 . Dynamic, and static, power consumption is evaluated using Wattch [6] , HotLeakage [13] and CACTI [9] . The Synopsys standard industrial tool-chain, with a TSMC 90nm technology library, is used to evaluate the overheads of the remaining miscellaneous logic (e.g. shift registers).
RESULTS
As described earlier, there are many parameters in the NM design such as cache hint CAM sizes, release window sizes, and hint disabling thresholds. To fix these architectural parameters, we performed an extensive design space exploration. Given these parameter values, on average, NM can achieve 39.5% speed-up over the baseline animator core.
Impact of hard-fault locations on performance: To highlight the impact of fault locations on the achievable speed-up by NM, Figure 5 depicts the performance breakdown for 15 different fault locations in the Alpha 21264 ipeline. Results in each column are normalized to the average speed-up that can be achieved by NM for that particular benchmark. This was done to eliminate the advantage/disadvantage that comes from the inherent benchmark suitability for core coupling. As can be seen, hard-faults in some locations are more harmful than others. These locations consist of the PC, integer ALU, and instruction fetch queue. Another interesting observation is that reaction to defects can significantly differ between benchmarks (e.g., parser). We conclude two main points from this plot. First, on average, there are only a few fault locations that can drastically impact NM speed-up gains. Second, for a given fault location, different benchmarks show various degrees of susceptibility; thus, heterogeneity across the benchmarks running on a CMP system helps NM to achieve a higher speedup by allowing more suitable workloads to be assigned to the coupled cores. Table 1 demonstrates the amount of speed-up that can be achieved by the NM coupled cores. We achieve a higher overall speed-up as the number of cores increases. This is because NM achieves different speed-ups based on the defect type, location, and the workload running on the system. For a 16-core system, on average, the coupled cores can achieve the performance of a live core, essentially providing the appearance of a fully-functional 6-issue baseline core with a 2-issue animator core. Here, we assume full utilization, which means there is always one job per core. Hence, for larger CMPs, with more heterogeneity across the benchmarks running on the system, there is more opportunity for NM to exploit. This table also shows the area and power overheads for our scheme. As can be seen, the area overhead gradually shrinks as the number of cores grows since the cost of the animator core is amortized among more cores. Nevertheless, since we simply replicate the 4-core building block to construct CMPs with more than 4 cores, the area overhead remains the same. In terms of power overhead, as the speed-up results show, for CMPs with less than 8 cores, the undead core remains ahead of the animator core and must stall when the queue is full. During stalls, the undead core does not consume dynamic power.
Speed-up and overheads:

Throughput enhancement:
The main objective of TABLE 1: Summary of performance benefit, area overhead, and power overhead of our scheme for CMP systems with different numbers of cores. Performance of NM coupled cores is normalized to the average performance of a baseline animator core and also to the average performance of a live core. NM is to improve the average system throughput of a population of manufactured chips. For this purpose, we model 1000 manufactured chips with randomly distributed defects based on our target defect rate. In the case of a defect in one of the original cores, we apply our scheme. On the other hand, if any of the animator cores, communication queues, or NM specific modules like the hint gathering unit are faulty, we simply disable the animator core and the rest of the system can continue their normal operation. Figure 6 depicts the throughput enhancement results (shaded regions) based on throughput binning for a 4-core CMP. Note that NM significantly enhances the overall system throughput. The horizontal axis shows the system throughput, normalized to the throughput of a single baseline core. In this plot, we illustrate the throughput binning results for throughput values between 3 and 4. Since we assume, on average, one defect per 5 chips, yield is always above 80%. However, there is a small chance that multiple defects hit the same chip, which precludes a yield of 100% at a throughput of 3, even when protecting the on-chip caches. As can be seen, cache protection is a necessity and fortunately, can be provided easily (e.g., column redundancy).
SUMMARY
To maintain an acceptable level of yield in nanoscale technologies, manufacturing defects need to be addressed properly. Since non-cache parts of a core are less structured and homogeneous, tolerating defects in the general core area has remained a challenging problem.
In this work, we presented Necromancer, an architectural scheme to enhance system throughput by exploiting faulty cores. Necromancer does not rely on correct program execution on a faulty core; instead, it only expects this undead core to generate effective execution hints to accelerate an animator core. In order to increase Necromancer's efficacy, we use microarchitectural techniques to provide intrinsically robust hints, effective hint disabling, and dynamic inter-core state resynchronization.
